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No instantaneous action at a distance is 
possible

The source of gravitation must be the energy density

Consequences of Special relativity

Ergo:  Any system with energy produces and is affected by 
gravity. 

No energy can hide from gravity



This implies immediately that the photon has to 
lose energy to escape from a gravitational field 

GRAVITATIONAL REDSHIFT

Combined with the QM fact that the photon has got an 
energy proportional to its frequency



10 E-8 precision claimed!



(Will,2006)



Gravitational lensing



Einstein rings





Microlensing arcs



Poor man’s GR (Pauli-Feynman)

Assume there is an intermediate particle (Yukawa)

S=0

Spin?

No bending of light rays

S=1,3,... Likes repel, unlikes attract

S=2We are led to spin two



The origin of gauge invariance from the massless limit 
(Veltman)

Massive gravitons have got five polarizations

A massless particle of any spin has only two 
polarizations (Wigner)



In the massless 
limit

The last two rotate amongst themselves under the little 
group



Gauge invariance= equivalence classes of polarizations

Quadratic lagrangians from propagators
And

Propagators from unitarity

Transverse 
projector



The Fierz-Pauli lagrangian is uniquely determined 
by unitarity in the massive case.

It is gauge invariant in the massless limit



The FP equations of motion

Acting with k

Ergo

Taking the trace

Ergo

Every component 
obeys the Klein-
Gordon equation



Harmonic gauge (de Donder)

Let us compute the force between two static sources

The force is given by the propagator



Van Dam-Veltman discontinuity

In the massless case

Whereas in the massive case

The massless case is not the massless limit of the 
massive case



Self-Coupling and Coupling to 
matter

If we want the energy density to be the source of 
gravitation, we need

The new EM read

But the FP operator is transverse



We should then correct the coupling so that the graviton 
couples to the conserved EMT.

But this modifies again the EMT….(Feynman’s approach)
Nobody suceeded in summing the whole series….

The old EMT is not 
conserved anymore

The conserved EMT reads now



Deser resummation

First order form of Fierz-Pauli



The EM read



The end result is the linear Christoffel



The other EM can be written as

Bianchi still holds at the linear level

(Equivalent to Fierz-Pauli)

This is actually the reason why the Fierz-Pauli operator is 
transverse



Now we modify slightly the FO lagrangian

This is still a flat space lagrangian



Working out the EM:

It follows



Everything depends on the 
physical metric only



Linear Christoffels grow to real Christoffels

Fierz-Pauli grows into Einstein

General Relativity is recovered starting from Fierz-Pauli

Poor man’s way is not however Einstein’s way



The Einstein way:  The equivalence principle

All bodies are subject to the same acceleration

There is a local inertial system 
in which gravity is not felt

FREFO=LIS

Einstein:  SEP= Special relativity is valid for FREFOS 

Free falling= =Locally inertial system



(PDG)

Experimental limits on violation of the WEP



(Will-2006)



(Will-2006)



(Will,2006)



Einstein-Grossmann 
GEOMETRIZATION OF PHYSICS

The earth looks flat locally

At each point in the surface of a sphere there is a 
tangent plane

At each point in the surface of a four-dimensional 
manifold there is a tangent space= four-dimensional 
vector space= four dimensional Minkowski space= 

FREFO

Physical quantities as geometrical entities defined in a 
spacetime manifold

General coordinate invariance=Diffeomorphism invariance



Wilsonian approach:  
Relevant operators

Dimension zero: Cosmological constant

Dimension Two: Scalar Curvature

Dimension four: Quadratic lagrangians

Einstein-Hilbert action



Einstein’s equations

Marble  =  Timber

Landau:  The most beautiful construct of human mind

Their mathematical structure is not yet understood

Much more complicated than Yang-Mills or Navier- 
Stokes (Millennium Prize problems)



Weak field limit

(In order to keep the canonical dimension for h)

Harmonic gauge

D’Alembert Wave Equation



Weak field static limit

Determines the strength of the 
gravitational coupling



Test particles move on geodesics of spacetime

Vacuum solutions are Ricci-flat spacetimes

Gravitational Energy cannot be a geometrical 
notion (it vanishes for FREFOS)

Gravitational waves can be shown to carry energy to 
infinity (Bondi)

Expansion of the universe predicted by Friedmann (1924) 
five years before Hubble.

A few facts



The Big Bang is a successful model

Hubble’s law

Cosmic microwave background

Primordial nucleosynthesis (ABG)

Dark matter?

Dark energy?





(A.Knebe)



Burles et al



Burles et al



(PDG)



(PDG)



(PDG)



(PDG)



(Will,2006)

Dirac’s theory on variation of constants



(PDG)



(Will,2006)



(Will,2006)

Parameterized post-newtonian (PPN) framework



(Will,2006)



(Will,2006)



(Will,2006)



Gravitational radiation

No direct detection in spite of great efforts yet,

 but…

There is a small problem set in Landau’s book







(Will,2006)



(Will,2006)



(Will,2006)



(PDG)



(PDG)



(PDG)



(PDG)



Conclusions

No idea of the QFT of gravitation

UV/IR connection

Nevertheless, also here we know there are things missing 

Too healthy (cc. etc)?

GR enters the XXI century in a healthy state

Wilsonian effective field theories?



Backup



MODIFIED 
GRAVITY

Almost all extensions of the 
SM lead to MD

Dark matter?

Dark energy?



(PDG)



Low energy effective theory (AHGS)

We would like to study mass terms of the type

(Diff invariant owing to the Goldstones)



Longitudinal and transverse 
goldstones

There is a fake gauge invariance

(Dimensions of fields are nonstandard)



(Fierz-Pauli choice)



The graviton mass is

When a+b=0 the scalar only gets propagator 
through the mixing with the graviton

Performing a Weyl transformation



What happens when a+b does not vanish?

Ghosts when

Canonically normalized fields



Curved space

The canonically normalized scalar is now

Scalar propagator



Strong coupling scale

The dimension five operator  gets 
important at a scale



The scalar does not decouple when the graviton mass  
vanishes (van Dam-Veltman)

It does decouple in AdS



F(R)= Scalar-tensor



Jordan frame versus Einstein frame

Through a Weyl rescaling it is always possible to work in 
the Einstein frame

This is a point transformation; so that it is a symmetry 
even of the path integral



Chameleons and other lizards

We are interested in the 
physical situation where

Peculiar ad-
hoc coupling



It is easy to tune models in such a way that there is a 
minimun .

The larger the density of the environment, the larger the 
chameleon mass



Only true if the acceleration itself is bigger that a critical 
value

Otherwise a different formula is postulated



TeVeS is quite contrived





Matter fields are coupled to the metric f


